
ga The Library.

THIS month we do not propose to add any new reading matter to our
course for assistants, but submit a number of questions which ought not
to be difficult to those who have carefully read and thought about the
parts of books mentioned last month. Question 8 may involve a little
further search in bibliographical or in biographical works.

W E hope to have a large number of answers to look over before we
next go to press.

• * *
QUESTIONS.

(1) The following subject headings occur in a catalogue :—Gordon
(General) — Wellington (Duke) — Gustavus Adolphus 11. — Garibaldi.
Under what collective term could the entries conceivably be placed ?

(2) In a catalogue occurs the subject heading Natural History. Give
six cross references to less inclusive collective terms—using, as far as
possible, popular names.

(3) Ireland—County Down—British Isles—Europe—Mourne Moun-
tains—are headings in a catalogue. Arrange these so that the most
extensive term is at the top and the most intensive term at the bottom of
a column, and the intermediate terms graded as to their relative extension
and intension.

(4) What objection might be urged against the use of the popular
terms Shell-fish and Parasites as the subject headings to works exclu-
sively treating of the Mollusca and Intestinal Worms respectively ?

(5) What objection is there to the use of the word Quadrupeds as a
subject heading r Would you classify whales with fishes, or enter a book
on spiders under the heading " Insects ?"

(6) I have works on Bronzes, Carved Ivories, Public Stone Monu-
ments, and Wood Carving. Find a collective term under which they
may all be entered.

(7) Explain— " The Bibliographer has to determine the genuineness,
not the authenticity, of a book."

(8) Mention the names of two eminent English bibliographers and
two French, and state a few facts about each.

(9) When did paper made from linen rags come into general use ?
(10) In what sues of hand-made paper are water-lines perpendicular,

and in what horizontal ?
(11) Of what use are typographical errors as tests of particular value

in a book ? Give an illustration.
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LIBRARY ASSISTANTS' ASSOCIATION.

A CIRCULATING LIBRARY.
IT has been decided to form a circulating library in connection with the

Library Assistants' Association. The library will consist of text-books sug-
gested in the Library Year Book ; works dealing with library management
and economy ; works on bibliography, library catalogues, and any other
books which are likely to be useful to library assistants.

Towards the special fund for this purpose a sum of four guineas ha3
been promised by Miss M. S. R. James and a friend, and the committee
will feel gratefu. for further contributions either of books or money.
Librarians are earnestly requested to present copies of their catalogues
and special lists of books.

AD communications regarding the library should be addressed to the
hon. librarian, Mr. A. H. Carter, St Martin's Public Library, 115, St
Martin's Lane, W.C.

F. M. R.
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